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Tweet on Twitter Have you ever heard about a black braid hairstyle? Do you know which country does it
originally belong? A black braid is not just a hairstyle that a smart girl creates to make her trendy among her
circle. Instead, it has a great social importance in some parts of the world. It proves that there must have
something special on them. The interesting thing is that there is a great variety of it; microbraids, Ghana
braids, cornrows, Marley twists, fishtail braids, blocky braids, twist braids, tree braids, hair bands, and French
braids are few to name. Do you know the fact that black braids are most searched hairstyles on the internet?
The hair braiding is suitable for both long and short hair and both everyday use and special events. Natural
perm and hair thickness are the biggest plus points. Dive into the beautiful pictures below and be inspired.
Black Braiding Crown Bun Braids can give you goddess-like look. Make a bun at your crown area and earn
elegant appearance. This unique hairstyle is quite a celebrity style but not necessarily you need to be a
celebrity to have it for yourself. This is suitable for all time. Ok, the black braiding crown bun could be one
option! It makes you stand out of the crowd, really elegant. Suitable for all sorts of events and occasions.
Pineapple Braiding Hairstyle It looks complicated to create. However, what I believe is the more complex to
develop the more worth to have it. You look awesomely stunning with the pineapple braiding hairstyle with
flat bun. For Long Hair Wow! Braiding hairstyle make you look lovely. Black Hair Braiding Hair is the most
crucial feature to give you different sorts of appearance. Never compromise with your hairstyle! You could get
more attraction, especially during a party time. Sneaky and Boxer Braids A combination of sneaky and boxer
braids create a vibrant look. It is not time-consuming hairstyle, you can create even when you run out of time.
This impressive updo is adorable to wear that gives you a look simple. Double Top Knot Hairstyle This is fun
to do with the braided hair. Pull your twists into two high ponytails leaving few twists falling through the
nape. Then create two lovely buns. Cornrows with Ponytail It looks absolutely gorgeous with highlight. It is
never out of the fashion and suitable for all kinds of occasions. Half Braided Hairstyle You were supposed to
have complete braiding hairstyle but feel dull on the way out! You still look elegant. Micro twists for Long
Hair If you want to have vintage look with your look hair. Ordinary follows the existing way, extraordinary
explores the new way that fulfills their dream! Make your appearance stunning! This is something that gives
you elegant look. Braided neatly and created bun carefully. Girls, stay glam, grandmother never turns wrong.
You have to listen her and fulfill her demand. But if you show her this image she definetly loves to have.
Braided Hairstyle for Little Girl What an adorable appearance she has with bob braids. I could not avoid my
thoughts for my little girl to give her the African queen-look. Curly Crochet Braids What a sexy look you
could have with your partially crochet braided medium sized hair? Micro twists with Back Bun once upon a
time there was a believe that girls should belong to royal family to have queen-like look? Now, the story is
quite different, with the help of sophisticated accessories we can create royal-like look. Even simple makeup
makes you look beautiful. Side twists Many girls have practiced freely hanging side hairstyle but very few of
them have thought of side micro twists. Once my pixie gets long enough I will wear side-parted micro twists.
Micro wavy twists Micro wavy twists are the choice of all girls because it gives them creative and artistic
justice. Braided for thin hair This is next holiday hairstyle that you are going spend around the beach. Enjoy
beach time hearing the music produced by the accessories that you worn to design braids. Have you ever
thought of it? It gives you natural and stunning look. If you have naturally curly hair, gain this look before
moving to the special occasion. Classical Fish bone Cornrows sided low Bun Oh my god! Low bun with
fishbone gives you cool and calm look. This looks perfect for those who seek classical African appearance.
Updo Mohawk Forget about any other kind of hair do and try updo braided with mohawk to avoid the regular
look. No doubt, it makes you look elegant. Cornrows Mohawk Designing your is always an artistic concept
through which your insight reveals. Make sure you choose suitable accessories to add perfection. Low bun
makes all girls look super decent. Long free flowing Braided hairstyle Long free flowing braided hairstyle
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gives you a simple and signature look as it illuminates the skin. Just you need to have a desire. Artistic bun
What an art that you can create with your hair! Play with your hair and be creative. Updo Braids Black Hair
Hair design plays a crucial role to maintain your personality. People judge you by simply looking your
hairstyles. To make your look stunning do updo braiding for your black hair. Style easily and charming lady.
With this awesome design you get two in one. Box twist for long hair Sometimes changing ordinary hairstyle
into extraordinary is really a big challenge. There may come a lot of questions! Box twists hairstyle could be
one option, it makes you appear bold and creative. Brading Hairstyle for Silky Hair Design your silky hair and
get your new appearance. Everyone will apprecaite your effort and admiring choice. Elegant Bun Style
Elegant bun style makes you look versatile. Add suitable accessories and outfit with red lipstick to make your
appearance fabulous. Celebrity style Make two braids on your side leaving little undo at the end and leave all
your natural hair as it is. There you get stunning celebrity look. Make sure you have worn a sexy outfit. Four
neat cornrows This style makes you stand out of the crowd during the summer. It does not take much time to
create, make your summer life gorgeous. Fine cornrows with ponytail Fine cornrows with ponytail lead you
towards to the perfection. Cornrows Braids There are different sorts of cornrows that you can have to design
your hair. However, this is very casual that you can have wherever you go from high school to university to
dating. Cornrow Mohawk Every girl loves to spend a lot of time designing hair! Braids with loose curls for
little girls Your experiment with your hair never deceives you since experiment is the great source of having
new existence. Braids with loose curls could give your little girl unexpected existence like Cinderella gets at
the end of the story. Fishbone Braids An artistic look does not come within a minute. This condition is
applicable for all kind of work and so is for fishbone Braids. You get magnificent appearance with it. Long
beautiful Micro Braids People think that black braids are suitable exclusively for black women. It makes all
girls stunning and sexy. If you have a naturally curly hair , turn it into a partially braiding hairstyle and all
curly hair as it is. It makes you look elegant.
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24 Practice Hairstyles and Braiding by Anthony B. Colletti, June , Keystone Pubns edition, Paperback in English.

You can never get bored of the braid styles and they go well with every dress at almost every age. Braided
hairstyles have attained popularity in the present times. You might remember your mom putting your hair in
braids to keep you looking great. Kids usually feel tired to sit still for a long period of time, but once braid is
done, they look very beautiful. The case is similar for adults. Girls with braided hairstyles look neat and tidy.
Braids can be used even in the blend of other formal hairstyles and with the daily hairdos. There can be
creative hairstyles made with braids and accessories like pearls, ribbons, beads etc. Your main focus should be
to know the right breed for your hair, color and appearance. Girls are conscious about their appearance and
always thinking about choosing the best hairstyle to look impressive. Making braided hairstyles It is not a
magic trick to make your own braids. It is quite easy and requires no extra time. You can end up your fears of
braiding your hair and it only requires practice and patience to learn the right way to do it neatly. There are
many videos available online to see different braided hairstyles and you can check them to make the right
hairdo. Single braid is very easy and it requires no extra effort. You need to detangle your hair perfectly to
make the first move. Usually, hairbrush is used for the same. You can designate your hair into three equal
sections approximately and begin the crossing of right section over the one in the center area. Simply, repeat
these steps with the left section. You can do it till the desired length, and finally, tie the end of the braid to
make it secured. These braids are techniques for braiding that involve crocheting synthetic hair extensions to
the natural hair for a latch look. It is majorly associated with the African American community. Crochet hair
looped underneath the cornrows with the crochet needle hooked structure and there are knots made to make
them look amazing. You need to learn cornrowing your hair as it will help you in making crochet braids. This
gives a naturally beautiful look to the girls and requires about hours for the weavers to do it. Some people
even make these braids with the Bobby pin, if they lose the crochet needle. Box Braids It is not a new trend,
but looks amazing despite of its old trending. Women of all ethnicity wear this hairstyle and it is amazing. It is
a hair protective style and shields hair from extreme weather conditions. It certainly promotes hair length and
has low maintenance and convenient nature. In warm weather countries, box braids are chosen for their
weather resistant nature. Avoid choosing these braids, if you have a fine hair texture. This braid is the best for
thick hair as there will be too many braids created from the hair, which are thick for styling. It requires about 8
hours to do this hairdo depends on braid size and the stylist expertise. It is essential to take care of the real hair
and keep them healthy and hydrated. There should be conditional spray and daily moisturizer applied on the
hair to keep them lubricated. Synthetic hair can dehydrate the natural hair and makes them dry and brittle. You
can reduce the breakage of hair by keeping well lubricated braids. Cornrows braids Cornrow or cane-row
braids are mostly followed by the men and women in the Caribbean region. It is the old typical African hair
style of hair grooming. The hairs are braided too closely to the scalp from the underhand, upward motion for
producing a raised row. These are formed in straight lines in general , but also in complicated geometric
designs. These braids are easy to maintain and the rows can be left for days. There is regular oiling of scalp
and hair wash required to keep the scalp ready. Cornrow hairstyles are sometimes adorned with cowrie shells
or beads. Small or large braids can be chosen and it depends on the creativity of the hair stylist to do it. There
are simply to complicated hairdos done by the experts and it requires a lot of time to do small braids of the
whole hair. Tips for Perfect Braiding of your Own Hair Use some water for damping your hair and separate
the sections with the tail comb to have beautiful sectioning. In case of tough hair, you can use some hair gel or
finishing paste for better styling. Just use a very small amount of these products for avoiding your hair to
become sticky. There are invisible hair ties available in the market for fixing the tails before braiding. You can
use them for quality work. Check DIY videos on YouTube and other sources for getting step-by-step
instructions for braiding your own hair. Braids are fun to do, but you require patience and practice them
regularly for a better outlook. For the complicated braids, choose a salon or expert doing it in the best way.
You can have the best of beauty and simplicity, integrated through these braids. It will certainly make you feel
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great from inside. Braided pony tail hairstyles.
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Chapter 3 : 40 Pretty Fun And Funky Braids Hairstyles For Kids
Braided hair is extremely flexible for styling. Every year stylists create new and trendy hairstyles, but African braids stay
always popular. Cornrow braid hairstyle is a perfect way to style black hair.

It can protect your hair against harsh environmental elements. Hair braiding can give you space for your
creativity. Most black women are sporting braids since they are gifted with strong black hair which can hold
braids well. The best way is to let a professional from an African hair braiding salon do it so as to avoid any
mistakes. It actually originates way back in BC in Egypt. Every region and tribe in Africa have its own distinct
style of hair braiding. It can also be a symbol for their age group, social status, marital status, religion, power,
wealth, and community. There are some hair treatments and intricate patterns that are intended for certain
ceremonial events such as rites of passage, weddings, social ceremonies, and others. Aside from its deep
cultural significance, it can also be a fashion statement. From an early age, the girls in the tribes wear hair
braids. It is usually done by their elder female relatives, either, their grandmothers, mothers, aunts, sisters or
cousins. They should observe how it is done so that they can learn. They can practice it on their peers or on
girls who are younger than them until they can become an expert. It is done as a social duty with no rewards at
all. When braiding, villagers will apply palm oil or shea butter or argan oil on the hair. Hair braiding is a
time-consuming task sometimes it can take a day or two. Some villages are practicing informal reciprocity.
This means that if someone braids your hair then you must return the favor by braiding hers. As time
progressed, hair-braiding was turned over to the professionals. Over the years, a lot of braiding salons have
spread in the urban areas of the United States. Since hair braiding takes some time to finish, it gives women
the chance to socialize. In Africa, hair braiding is considered as a symbol of friendship, intimacy, and
confidence. In salons, braiders and customers usually talk and laugh together. The custom of braiding was lost
for a while during the slave trade. However, it was revived by the immigrants who come from Mali, Togo,
Guinea, and others. The descendants of these immigrants are encouraged to wear hair braids in order to
continue this African tradition. Importance of Hair In African culture, there is a belief that a woman who has
thick hair can bear several children. She can have many riches and farms. Members of the tribe are not
permitted to have loose hair because it is a sign of mess, dirt, and mourning. They are allowed to let their hair
loose only during death ceremonies. An individual who has a well-groomed hair is considered healthy and
well mannered. Women are encouraged to wear hair braids. It can also help them in attracting a partner. Braids
can keep their hair away during fire dances. Hair Characteristics The hair composition of each individual
varies according to sex, age, color, and origin. The hair protects the head from the heat of the sun, coldness,
injuries, and others. The healthiness of your hair will greatly depend on the foods that you eat. The length of
your hair will depend on the DNA of your body. Nowadays, there are a lot of products that can help in the
overall well-being of your hair. Types of Hair Braiding Country plaits are usually worn by women. It consists
of hair braids that are laid on the scalp. Each hair section is braided by weaving one over the other. It seems
that the hair is cut close to the scalp. Cornrows are much the same with country Plaits. It is laid flat on your
scalp and follows the shape of your head. The only difference is the process of braiding. In cornrows, the hair
is woven under one another. As a result, it would look like a raised braid. Both cornrows and country Plaits
can be accomplished in different lengths. Of course, the thinner ones will produce more braids and
time-consuming too. Cornrow braids are very ancient. It started way back in B. It has a variety of styles
including intricate curves, spirals and linear. In order to look tidy, African men and women slaves wore braids.
In the s, cornrow braiding was on the rise. Cicely Tyson and Stevie Wonder sported this style. It became a
famous celebrity style and worn by other celebrities such as basketball star Allen Iverson. In single braids, a
small section of hair is braided out up to the very end. It can be done in different lengths. Again, thinner braids
will result in more braids, time-consuming, and costly as well. If you are searching for a new look then we
have put together a collection of the different styles of African hair braiding. You gotta love this! African Hair
Braiding Styles and Examples 1. African Hair Braiding With this style, having a natural thick hair is a big
plus. African American Braided Hairstyles If your hair is created for braiding then why not use this hairstyle
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to your advantage? African American Hair Braiding Braided hairstyles are very versatile. African American
Hair Braiding Styles There are different hairstyles to choose from such as cornrows, twist braids, French
braids, tree braids, and others. African Braiding Braids are already ancient and yet they survived till now. Is
there something special about them? African Braiding Gallery Cornrows are just a casual hairstyle but now
they are already part of the fashion world. African Hair Braid With so many options, braided hairstyles are
often seen on black women, men, and children. African Hair Braiding Originally posted by myfroandi One of
the fastest ways to rack up likes on your social networking sites is to take a photo of your hot braids. African
Hair Braiding For Women There are certain styles of braid that can look good in a particular face shape and
skin tone. African Hair Braiding Hairstyles.
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Chapter 4 : 70 Best Black Braided Hairstyles That Turn Heads in
40 Different Types Of Braids. Whether you're looking for a trendy new way to wear your hair, or an easy style that will
keep your strands in place all day, braided hairstyles are the most versatile way to make your hair goals a reality.

Pin it Prev1 of 70 Next Braids are an easy and so pleasant way to forget about hair styling for months, give
your hair some rest and protect it from harsh environmental factors. Besides, with the awesome hairstyles
listed below you will attract attention, admiring glances and sincere smiles. Braided hairstyles make space for
creativity. There are many interesting braiding techniques to make every head unique. Besides, you can
experiment with highlights, natural or curly texture, clips, patterns, shapes, etc. Your hair, that you might have
been complaining of before, is created for braids. So why not to use this idea to your advantage? African hair
braiding is very versatile: Once you pick a desired braiding style, thickness and have your hair braided, you
may shape your braids into gorgeous hairstyles both for every day and special events. No wonder, every year
world-famous designers experiment with braids at fashion shows. Popular Trends in Black Braided Hairstyles
Fashion shows are always inspiring, yet when it comes to clothes, we need to wait at least till March to begin
to bring some new fresh ideas into life. As for hairstyles, things are much easier here: These are some trends
for inspiration: These are loose, messy and inspired by Boho chic. The braid that starts from mid-shaft is not
noticeable in the front and looks sloppy in the back. Braided bun updos are always an extra charge of elegance
to ennoble even the simplest outfit. These long 3 dimensional braids, ideal for long thick hair, look very
interesting, unhackneyed and worth a try. Criss-Cross Goddess Braids Source Chunky cornrow braids,
referred to as goddess braids, are perfect for days when you want to give your hair a break or when you are
going on a beach vacation and would rather not worry about styling your strands every morning. Dynamic
Side-Swept Cornrows Braided looks are so popular amongst African Americans because of how they protect
the hair. Once the hair is in the braid, it is free of heat and manipulation for weeks on end. Asymmetrical
Goddess Braids Mix plaits of different sizes into braid hairstyles to create texture and dimension. Combining
chunky and thin braids is unexpected. The unique parts keep the hairdo fresh and fun. Add beads or gold cuffs
for the final touch of personalization. Long Chunky Black Braids Chunky box braids are totally in style. With
alternating thin braids, the hairdo feels very hot. What makes extensions so priceless is how you can
experiment with volume and length. Feed-in Braids The benefit of the feed-in method is that it makes cornrow
hairstyles look more natural and less bulky by creating a narrow and flat point at the hairline. This also creates
less tension and protects the edges. This method of braiding can be done at any African hair braiding salon.
Braided Ponytail As wonderful as braids can be to create interesting protective styles, braiding hair can
sometimes feel heavy when it comes to hairstyles with individual plaits. Cornrows Enclosed by Headband
Braid Have fun with your protective styles like this halo braid. To make a hairstyle like this last, make sure to
wrap your hair with a satin scarf every night or use a bonnet. Curly Mohawk with Flat Twisted Sides Instead
of shaving your tresses for a mohawk, experiment with different braid styles. You get to keep your length, and
still show off your edgy side. To refresh the curls in the AM, go to bed the night before with your ends in
two-strand twists. When you take them out, your hair will fall into that luscious mane. Thin Black Box Braids
with Burgundy Highlights Not everyone likes dying their hair because the bleach can be very damaging to
African-American tresses. Pick colored extensions for a bright pop, just like highlights mixed into your real
hair. It adds an extra element of fun, as you can see in the picture. Box Braids and Cornrows Mohawk Make
the mohawk yours with braids, braids and more braids. Braid the top of the style together so it creates a
pompadour. Then, let the rest hang loose. You will get some major height out of this coif. This is a refined
take on the classic punk-inspired hairstyle. Keep your look fresh with a half-updo that features a nice height on
top. This style can be completed in a time crunch for a sexy look that lasts throughout wherever the day may
take you. Snake Braids Long and curvy braids are not your typical cornrows, but the idea is pretty much the
same. Try the snake braids if you want a fresh take on the hair braided closely to the scalp. Add golden beads
for extra bling! Chunky Mohawk Braids Mohawk braids are an easy way to try the shaved style without
committing to actually cutting your hair. Also the possibilities are endless when it comes to styling the long
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section of your hair â€” you can cornrow it as shown, wear individual African braids, twists, or more. Chunky
Mohawk Braid with Cornrows Chunky braids are a stylish pick for black hair. Thicker braids are also easier to
undo once your hairstyle has run its course. But while you are rocking it, there are many ways to change up
the mohawk. Wear it braided down the back or try styling it into a retro-inspired bouffant up top. You can
wear the hair down or up in a ponytail. You really have as many styling options as the imagination allows.
Mix highlights into your crochet braids with colored kanekalon hair for a bleach-free splash of color. Ghana
Braids Bun Braids all over your head might be fun, but sometimes you want something simpler and classier,
like this low braided bun with two plaits and a curved part. Cornrows with High Twisted Bun Updos are
comfortable and cute. So why not opt for a classy black braided hairstyle like the one pictured? You will have
an effortlessly chic look ready to go for work everyday. Ghana braids are beautifully thick, which will give
you a full, statement-making bun. It is sleek and sophisticated; perfect for a night out and a day at the office,
alike. Fancy Twisted Updo Something about wearing your hair up lends itself to a refined look and feel. This
flat-twisted style uses texture to make the updo more unique and unexpected. The style is good for women
with natural hair that want something protective and polished. Half Cornrows Half Individual Braids Braided
hairstyles for black women are very creative and versatile. Mixing cornrows and loose box braids is just one
way to show this. The different types of braids are complemented with wooden beads at the ends for a boho
touch. The subtle swirling of the plaits is mesmerizing and makes this so much more than your average bun. It
is a gorgeous hairstyle for those looking for something bold. Updo with Thin Wavy Feed-Ins If chunky braids
are too overwhelming for you, there is nothing wrong in sticking to thinner plaits. Twist the ends together if
you feel like you are missing out on volume. Have fun with it though and ask your stylist make a unique
design with your parts. Braids with Curves One of the best things about wearing braids is the ability to create
designs without shaving them into your hair or using color. This can be done with just the parts or by
manipulating the actual braid. Pick something that matches your personal style; it can be something simple
and beautiful like the slightly curved braids shown or you can go all out with a more intricate look. Alternating
thick and thin asymmetrical Ghana braids will only make your hairstyle even cooler. This trend is
eye-catching and keeps the thicker braids from being too overpowering. The thinner plaits bring balance to the
style. Upside Down Braids to Bun For something super sleek and bold, go with upright braids. Have the
cornrows lead into either a ponytail or a bun. You can wear the ends down for a casual look or up in a bun
when you need something a little dressier. Braided Hairstyle with Jumbo French Braid A French braid goes
from being sweet to sassy the larger it gets â€” and this style brings a heavy dose of the latter. Try a jumbo
braid for an upcoming weekend out; this is a surefire conversation starter! A gorgeous magenta hue is an
exciting way to bring an extra touch of femininity to your hairstyle. Play around with different braid sizes and
voluminous twists for irresistible texture. Triangle Box Braids African-American braided hairstyles are a
chance to be creative. Take this geometric, triangular design for instance. Bold Triangle Parted Box Braids
Braided hairstyles are quite common among modern women, especially traditional looks like box braids. One
of the easiest ways to make a standard style seem fresh and new is by changing the size of the braids and
experimenting with parting. Braided Bun For a long time, large braided updos were reserved for older women
on the go. But everything old is new again, and now younger women are embracing the style with flair. The
micro braids accent the jumbo cornrows for a fun twist on the classic. Long Braids for Black Hair Even if you
are adding hair for length, chunky black braids are not ideal for those with short natural hair because they can
slip out or cause too much tension. A good way to combat this is to feed small tight cornrows into larger ones
for a similar, but more secure, effect. Purple Highlights in Black Braids Outside of the extra length and
thickness, adding hair also gives the ability to experiment with color.
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Chapter 5 : Hair Practice Head | eBay
This hairdo is made up of multiple braiding styles. There is the center braid, double side braids and a braided design
in-between. This is an awesome hairstyle and it would look amazing for the spring and the summer.

Pin it Prev1 of 40 Next One braid or two braids is a universal hairstyle for kids, but it may look too banal. Our
selection of 40 best braided hairstyles for girls will be your inspiration! Exquisite French braids and stylish
cornrows are going to be among popular braided hairstyles for Both types of braids flatter not only girls, but
their moms as well. Twisted Mohawk Source Lil girl hairstyles that are cute and practical should meet one
requirement: That way your child can go about the day and have fun without fussing with a mess of curls. This
beautiful option features unique designs molded by simple cornrows. This adorable hairstyle will take your
daughter from practice to prom and anything in between, plus it works for any age so you may also want to try
it someday. With one ponytail high on the head, this is a cute and fashionable look for little black girls. Plus,
you can have fun matching hair ballies to her outfit every day. Natural Braided Hairstyle for Kids This
beautiful look has a regal quality for sure! An expert braider will be able to braid curvy cornrows that look like
they have been swept back. The patterns in the cornrows are truly beautiful, and create a fun style for little
girls. Adorable buns are a lovely outcome for those braided curves. Spiral Fishtail Bun For trendy little girl
braids, try experimenting with of the fishtail braid. This intricate style will definitely take some practice. A big
plus of this updo is that it will hold in place without any hairpins. Colorful Braided Pigtails These adorable
spunky pigtails are expertly done. Because the pigtails are not tied off but are instead flowing outwards from
the cornrows these senegalese twists have a lot more fullness. If you want to add some color, try a few
extension streaks instead of beads. Ghana Cornrows for Girls Ghana cornrows are a gorgeous option that is
coming back into style for black girls. While the thick cornrows typically feature straight parts, this look
switches things up with curves and added small braids in between. A couple of colorful beads make the style
even more fun for kids. Lovely Cornrow Hairstyle This is one of the cutest hairstyles for little black girls.
Plus, this style is not a challenge for sleeping in, which is definitely something to consider when it comes to
braided hairstyles for little cuties. This very unique style will have her standing out and feeling confident. The
thinner and thicker cornrows are pulled straight back from the hairline and then blended with extensions to
style some chunky twisted Mohawk buns. Adorable Cornrows and a Bun This simple braided hairstyle is
something that many moms can do at homeâ€”no designer braids needed. If you work with thicker cornrows,
this will go by faster and not hurt your fingers as much! Plus, you can get young children used to sitting
through braiding before bringing them to a professional or trying something more complicated. Top Knot with
Cornrows We love kids braids that provide a chance to have fun with hair accessories like ballies and beads.
This hairstyle was done to perfection. Be sure to keep the hair conditioned and encourage your daughter to
sleep with a headscarf so it stays smooth as long as possible. Natural Dutch Braid Style 12 For a natural
hairstyle that looks great on little girls, try dutch pigtail braids. This modern kids hair style provides some nice
elevation that you can enhance if you do not braid too tightly or add extensions. These pigtails feature accent
braids above the ears for a unique touch. Crisscross Mohawk with Beads Looking for a showstopper? These
mohawk braids with beads are nothing short of amazingâ€”and the crisscross design is incredible too.
Choosing clear beads is a really great idea because they will go with any outfit. Adding in more beads than
usual gives off an ombre effect. Short Box Braids for Kids The most important thing when it comes to
hairstyles for black girls is to switch things up. The fun is in trying something new. So if your little girl has
been wearing updo styles for a while, why not try some clinking box braids? This beaded look lets her add all
her favorite colors to her hair. Cute Floral Crown For a soft and pretty occasion look, try a loose crown braid.
Part the hair into a side part and start braiding on the thicker side, pulling in new strands from the middle of
the hair and keeping the braid low on the hairline. Instead, pull at it to perfect it at the end. Heart Braid with
Curled Ponytail This adorable style would be perfect for a special day. Two symmetrical curved braids create
a lovely heart. You can make it double if you like and add some curls to the pony of braid it too. All you have
to do is to section hair off into three parts. Start at the bottom and braid up. Using clear elastics as you go up
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each step will make this style a lot easier to achieve. Adorable Bun Hairstyle for Girls Braids with buns are a
great updo for girls of all ages. Little girls look especially adorable with side buns and high buns, so why not
to blend them into one? Create a dutch accent braid working from one temple towards the crown where your
bun will be, then finish the braid to the end. After you create the bun, simply wrap the braid around it. Perfect
Heidi Braids with Flowers This adorable hairstyle is similar to the crown braid, but it wraps around the back in
a U shape instead of going all the way around the head. To copy this style, part the hair for dutch pigtail braids
and braid them all the way down, then cross the braids at the nape and pin up hiding the ends. This princess
style is truly amazing. The height and silhouette of the updo are very beautiful, and the cornrow designs give it
some playful, youthful appeal. Curvy Cornrows with Beaded Ends Little girls like to duplicate things they see
on other kids. But we should teach them individuality at this age. Luckily, the variety of hairstyles for African
hair is truly impressive. Not only it shows a fun design of hair braided close to the skin, it also offers to use
plenty of beads which are merrily clinking with her every step and move! Heart-Shaped Braids and Cornrows
for Little Black Girls Fancy braided designs and abundance of hair accessories are entirely the hairstyling
territory of little girls. Angled Cornrow Braid Styles for Kids The style in this photo also uses extensions,
braided into cornrows, which are finished with twists. The diagonal part of this hairstyle and the angled
braided pattern are the main wow factors of the look. One pigtail is thus sitting higher than the other. Cute
Braided Hairstyle for Black Girls Black braided hairstyles with extensions are not only for adults. These
creative V-shaped braided furrows blend into lovely twists that you can easily pull into a high pony. If your
little fashionista already has her taste and wants to look chic, she will probably like this stunning braided
Mohawk with circular braids. Curly Mohawk Braided Hairstyle for Girls Cornrows on the sides and extended
twisted section in the middle create a fun Mohawk for a little girl. The style is neat, comparatively easy and
absolutely adult-like. Spreading Cornrows into Twists These spreading cornrows are adorable, so are the twist
braids with curly ends. Your girl can wear them loose or gathered into a high pony â€” always beautiful and
neat-looking with this hairstyle. These thicker purple cornrows look cool on the contrast with darker roots.
Chunky cornrows are faster and easier to braid and that means you can switch hairstyles oftener. Skinny
Braids for Kids with Extensions Cornrows for black girls are a great idea to add length to natural hair. Further
you can style quick buns and ponytails. All you need to do is to choose the size and design of cornrows. Curly
Braided Pony for Girls A side pony maybe not the most creative hairstyle that you can imagine, but does it
matter as long as it looks so pretty? Get the lovely spirally curls at the ends of the braids and wrap the pony
base with one braid to hide the elastic. Fun Braid Styles for Girls Box braids are a worthy alternative to
cornrows. You can get them really long, use colorful strands and switch styles in a matter of minutes. These
may include freely-hanging side-parted braids, half up bun, low or high pony, top knot or fishtail, to name a
few. More freedom in different kinds of hairstyles is a big plus. Diagonal Braids with Beaded Ends This cutie
looks so stylish! Very tight and rather thick diagonal braids with accurate partings and perfect edges look
pretty inspiring, eh? Beads for the ends are a nice solution to finish the braids. Thick braids are a good choice
if your girl prefers to wear them hanging. Creative Designs of Braids for Kids Three thin braids can become a
base for a braided headband with strands going through it like through a waterfall braid. This is an excellent
hairstyle for a girl with long thin straight hair. Chunky Lacy Double Braid The most inventive two braids
hairstyles blend two different kinds of braids into one style. This sophisticated creation is composed of a lacy
Dutch braid, topped with a tight fishtail â€” unusual and fancy, wow! Crown Braided Hairstyle for Kids If
your daughter has long hair, she will love this crown braid! Make it loose and lacy to enhance the resemblance
with a crown of a real Princess. On the days when you want to enjoy freely-flowing strands with comfort and
interest, try this cute half up waterfall braid with a bow. Braids for Little Girls This circular French braid
stands out thanks to the V-shaped part and the braided in ribbon of a contrasting color.
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Chapter 6 : 20 Best Braided Hairstyles You Should Try in - Your Glamour
Braids are making appearances both on and off the red carpet â€” find the braided hairstyle that works perfect for your
hair and face shape. The more plaits, the merrier. 24 of Getty Images.

Here are my 3 favorite short hair looks! I know that means that you might be tempted to skip the brush and
comb and throw your The season of love is in full swing, and that means one thing: Here are three of my
favorite Here are some of my We decided to independently give it a try. About the Easy Braider: It is made of
plastic and comes with the braider and a few accessories. The instructions say you can It is definitely dressy
enough for those Holiday Parties we all have coming up. Today we are sharing a great one that is perfect for
homecoming, school or even the holidays! This one is good for long, medium or even shorter hair with a little
modification. To see your own photo recreations of this Todays, Triple Bun is perfect for a variety of
occasions. This hairstyle is perfect for girls and women of all It makes me think of Mermaids and Mermaid
Hair. Jordan is back to share a simple faux Mermaid braid. This one is perfect for beginner braiders to impress
all your friends and family! To see your own photo recreations of this style featured in To see your own photo
recreations of this style featured in our app, feel free to tag your photos on IG with: It is one of my new
favorite hairstyles. I am in love! It definitely has a boho feel and can be worn anytime, by women or girls of
all ages. You will definitely get a million comments wearing this braid It consists of braids, a twist, flips, and a
bun. I promise, it is not complicated. Festivals are so much fun! I love the food, music, art and bringing out
my boho side! Not all of us live in Cali for Coachella, but we can still rock the best boho hairstyles! Half-up
hairstyles are so beautiful and girls love them! We love them because we can keep hair out of our face while
still having hair down. The Flower Half-up is perfect for girls or women Beautiful hair goes hand in hand with
Festival Season. Coachella is over but summer is around the corner with all your local festivals! Today, I
decided to share a new Bohemian hairstyle to add to our list of festival options. You can do this on long hair
as well as medium hair. It is also appropriate for a wide age range. All you need to know is how to do a
regular 3strand braid. It is so easy and quick, you Today we are sharing this beautiful Stacked Fishtail updo
that would be perfect for a beautiful prom option. It is perfect for medium or long hair. To see your own I have
a simple and cute Criss Cross Ponytail that you will love! This hairstyle is perfect for a wide range of
occasions from school to a fancy event! This ponytail is a super cute way to jazz up a simple This hairstyle is
so cute, it is perfect for a romantic dinner, wedding, or a fun Friday night date! To see your own photo
recreations of this style featured in our app, She says this is her favorite she has ever done! Today, I am going
to share how to create another cute heart hairstyle! Ponytails are simple, but accented ponytails are on a whole
other level! This combination hairstyle uses a ponytail, and four micro braids. Yes, I said perk and winter in
the same sentence. Winter is actually great for throwing on a headband or hat to make your mornings easy!
Today I will show you 3 easy hairstyles to wear with a winter headband. We have a beautiful new heart
hairstyles that is very simple and very adorable. If you have athletic children or just active children this is a
great hairstyle to keep hair out of the face. We combined a waterfall braid and a french braid for this cute
style! For this hairstyle you will need to dig out your barrettes from the back of your drawer. They are going to
make this hairstyle awesome! This year has flown by so terribly fast! Today we have a cute new version to
share! To see your own photo recreations of this style featured in our app, feel free to tag your Great food,
friends, family and parties! So of course you need some new hairstyles to look amazing at all of those Holiday
gatherings! In this tutorial Jordan shows you how to create a fishtail on the side of your head.
Chapter 7 : Simple Braid Styles | Cute Girls Hairstyles
Braiding, particularly in cultures with a strong African influence, is a tradition that goes back for generations. And classic
styles are constantly being reinvented and brought to life with a new.

Chapter 8 : 24 Practice Hairstyles and Braiding (June edition) | Open Library
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African hair braiding is very versatile: microbraids, cornrows, fishtail braids, blocky braids, black braided buns, twist
braids, tree braids, hair bands, French braids and more are at your disposal. Once you pick a desired braiding style,
thickness and have your hair braided, you may shape your braids into gorgeous hairstyles both for every.

Chapter 9 : 52 African Hair Braiding Styles and Images - Beautified Designs
Exquisite French braids and stylish cornrows are going to be among popular braided hairstyles for Both types of braids
flatter not only girls, but their moms as well. With a bit of patience and practice you will braid your little girl's hair
effortlessly.
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